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Electrowetting system and method for operating

Field of the Invention

The invention relates to an electrowetting system comprising an

electrowetting element. The invention also relates to a display apparatus

comprising a plurality of electrowetting elements and to a method for operating

the system.

Background of the Invention

A system of a liquid crystal (LC) display element, a driver stage and a

switch connecting the element to an output of the driver stage is known from US

patent nr. 6873378. The system is used in an active matrix display device. A

storage capacitor is connected parallel to the element. The element is connected

to a transistor, acting as a switch between the element and a column wire of the

display device. When the transistor receives a selection signal from a row wire,

the element is connected to the column wire and the data signal on the column

wire is applied to the element. When no selection signal is received, the

transistor is open and the element and storage capacitor are in a voltage holding

state. The duration of the voltage holding state is determined by the capacitance

of the element and the storage capacitor. The known system has two

disadvantages. Firstly, the polarity of the voltage applied to the known element

needs be alternated regularly, typically at 15 Hz or more, to avoid degradation

due to charge build-up in the element and/or redox reactions occurring in the

liquid crystal material. The need for an alternating voltage doubles the absolute

voltage required. Secondly, the known system has a relatively short duration of

the holding state.

US patent application publication no. US 2007/0086078 discloses

circuits for controlling display apparatus. Embodiments described therein

include an electrowetting-based light modulation array.



Summary of the Invention

It is an object of the invention to provide a system that has longer

holding state that does not degrade the system, while using dc-voltages, the

longer holding state allowing a reduction of power consumption of the system.

This object is achieved by an electrowetting system comprising an

electrowetting element, a driver stage for applying a voltage to the element, and

a switch connecting the electrowetting element to an output of the driver stage,

the element comprising a first fluid and a second, immiscible fluid, the

instantaneous position of the fluids being dependent on the voltage applied to

the element, the voltage being set when the switch is closed, and the voltage on

the element being maintained during a holding state longer than 70 ms when the

switch is open.

An LC element shows a degradation of performance due to permanent

charge build-up in the element during the application of an electric field.

Charge build-up will result in reduced image quality due to image retention

and/or grey scale shifts. The degradation can be reduced by alternating the

voltage applied on the LC element between +V and -V in a regular cycle. When

reducing the cycle frequency below 15 Hz, charge build-up will occur. This

charge build-up offsets the applied voltages, which results in different optical

images during the negative and the positive part of the cycle. Hence, refresh

rates lower than 15 Hz will cause a clearly visible flicker, as the human eye is

very sensitive to intensity variations at frequencies around 5 to 15 Hz. These

phenomena limit the frame rate of LC displays to 15 Hz or higher. When the LC

element is used together with a switch, the holding time must be less than 67 ms

to avoid degradation of the performance of the element.

The invention is based on the insight that an electrowetting element

shows a behaviour different from an LC element. An electrowetting element

does not show charge build-up during the application of a voltage. Hence, no

alternating voltage is required to maintain a display state without degradation.

The possibility to use a dc-voltage to control the electrowetting element during

the entire time a certain display state must be maintained allows the application

of a holding state during a period longer than 70 ms. The capacitance of the



electrowetting element and the leakage current have a magnitude to maintain

substantially the required voltage over the element during a holding state of

longer than 70 ms. 'Substantially maintained' means that the change in the

voltage changes does not cause a visible change in the display state of the

element; this can be a change of less than 10%. Since the position of the fluids

in the element is determined by the voltage, the position is maintained during

the holding state. Such a state of the element is therefore called a quasi-stable

state.

When the system including the electrowetting element is used in a

display device, the display state of the element is maintained during the

relatively long holding state. This advantageous effect is due to the fact that the

position of the fluids in an electrowetting element follow the voltage applied to

the element and the display state is determined by the position of the fluids. The

quasi-stable state can be used in a large variety of display modes, ranging from

direct-drive and passive matrix to active matrix displays. In addition, the quasi-

stable stable state can be used in all optical modes, including transmissive,

reflective and transflective mode.

Even without a storage capacitor an electrowetting element can achieve a

duration of the holding state of more than 70 ms using dc-voltages without

resulting in degradation of the system. Many applications of the electrowetting

element can achieve holding states of such a long duration that a storage

capacitor is not needed, thereby saving space of the support plate of the display

device.

It should be noted that International application WO 2007/049196

discloses the use of an electrowetting element in an active matrix display device.

However, no duration of a holding state is disclosed nor any advantageous use

that can be made of a long holding state using a dc-voltage.

In a special embodiment of the system the duration of the holding state is

longer than 250 ms. A limiting factor for the duration of the holding state is the

capacitance and the leakage current of the element and charge reposition within

the element. In an LC element leakage current through the LC material affects

the performance of the element. The leakage causes charges to reposition within



the element when a voltage is applied across the cell-gap. The main voltage drop

occurs now across the dielectric layers between the electrodes and the LC

material, and as a result, the voltage drop across the LC material is reduced. This

alters the optical state and therefore limits the holding time, as the holding time

of the liquid crystal element is to a large extent determined by the relaxation of

the liquid crystal molecules to their zero-voltage state.

The duration of the holding state of an LC element is also limited by the

combination of the magnitude of the capacitance of the element and the leakage

current. The holding time may be increased by increasing the capacitance. This

capacitance includes the capacitance between the electrodes of the element and

the storage capacitor which is integrated on a support plate of the display device.

The capacitance may be increased for instance by increasing the area of the

storage capacitor, by decreasing the thickness of the dielectric in the storage

capacitor or by increasing the dielectric constant of the dielectric used in the

storage capacitor. However, an increase in area of the storage capacitor reduces

the area available for the other components of the system, such as the transistor

and the wiring for the rows and columns and may increase the leakage current.

Changing either the thickness or the dielectric constant of the dielectric is

another possibility. However, this does not only change the capacitance, but also

has a significant effect on the performance of the thin-film transistor (TFT) in

the same element, as the same dielectric is normally used for the TFT and the

storage capacitor and is therefore not preferred. The holding state of the LC

element to maintain the desired display state must therefore be shorter than 220

ms. It should be noted that the LC element can only maintain its display state

during so long a period if the above-mentioned charge build up in the element

has been reduced to such an extent that the AC voltage can be applied to the

element at a frequency down to 4.5 Hz without resulting in flicker.

The electrowetting element has fewer problems caused by leakage. Since

leakage of current through fluids does not play a role, there is no repositioning

of charge in the element. The element has a relatively large capacitance and a

very low leakage current. Hence, it has a long holding time. Since the electric

field caused by the charges determines the position of the fluids in the



electrowetting element, the position of the fluids in the electrowetting element is

maintained for a long period of time when the switch is open. As a result the

element when used in a display device will maintain its display state, which is

determined by the position of the fluids, for this longer period of time as well.

In an electrowetting element having the above long duration holding

state, the switching between display states can be made sufficiently fast to allow

showing video content on the display.

Preferably, the driver stage is arranged to apply a dc voltage to the

element. Since the charge build-up common for LC elements does not occur in

electrowetting elements, the electrowetting element may be controlled using a

DC voltage. The use of a DC voltage simplifies the electronics and reduces the

supply voltages needed for the system. The application of a DC voltage allows

to maintain the polarity of the voltage between subsequent holding states.

The duration of the holding state can be increased by adding a capacitor

connected parallel to the element. Whereas an LC display element requires a

storage capacitor parallel to the element to reduce the effect of leakage in the

element, an electrowetting element may use a capacitor to reduce the effect of

variation in capacitance of the element due to the variation in position of the

fluids in the element.

When the first fluid of the electrowetting element shows backflow, the

duration of the holding state of the element is preferably shorter than the

relaxation time of the backflow, in order not to affect the display. In a less-

demanding application the holding state may be shorter than twice or three times

the relaxation time. When the holding state lasts longer than the relaxation time,

the effect of backflow may be reduced by applying one or more so-called reset

pulses during the holding state. Backflow is the phenomenon that, in spite of the

fact that a non-zero voltage is maintained on the element, the position of at least

one of the fluids in an electrowetting element tends to recede to the position of

the fluid when a zero voltage is applied to the element. A backflow relaxation

time of the element is defined as the time required for the element to recede to

90% of the initial display state, starting from a transition from the inactive to the



active state. The optical state or display state can be expressed in terms of e.g.

transmission or reflection of an element or a combination thereof.

In a special embodiment of the system the driver stage and the switch are

integrated in a single element. The integration reduces the cost of the electronics.

The special embodiment is suitable for direct drive display devices as well as

passive and active matrix displays devices. In another special embodiment at

least one of the driver stage or the switch is integrated on the substrate of the

display device.

A further aspect of the invention relates to a display apparatus

comprising a display controller, a plurality of driver stages, a plurality of

electrowetting elements, and a plurality of switches connecting each

electrowetting element to an output of a driver stage, the display controller

having an input for receiving display data and an output for controlling the

driver stages, the element responding to an applied voltage as in claim 1 or 2,

and each element showing a display state in response to the display data, the

plurality of display states forming a display.

Use of the electrowetting system according to the invention in a display

apparatus results in a low-power display apparatus. It allows the update and

refresh time of the display to be relatively long, thereby reducing the power

consumption of the display apparatus. For a display device addressed in frames

the invention allows a reduction of the frame rate. When reset pulses are used to

counter backflow effects, the reset pulses are preferably applied at intervals

shorter than the backflow relaxation time. The uniformity of the duration of the

holding state of the display device can be increased when a capacitor is

connected to each element.

The long duration of the holding state of the electrowetting element

applies to all positions of the fluids, thereby providing quasi-stable states at all

grey scales.

A further aspect of the invention relates to a method for operating an

electrowetting system comprising an electrowetting element, a driver stage for

applying a voltage to the element, and a switch connecting the electrowetting

element to an output of the driver stage, the element comprising a first fluid and



a second, immiscible fluid, the instantaneous position of the fluids being

dependent on the voltage applied to the element, including the steps of closing

the switch and thereby setting the voltage; and opening the switch during a

holding state longer than 70 ms, while the voltage on the element is substantially

maintained.

A special embodiment of the method has a holding state longer than 250

ms.

The element can go through a sequence of optical states if the two steps

of closing and opening the switch are repeated.

Further features and advantages of the invention will become apparent

from the following description of preferred embodiments of the invention, given

by way of example only, which is made with reference to the accompanying

drawings.

Fig. 1 shows a diagrammatic cross-section of a part of an embodiment of

an electrowetting display device;

Fig. 2(a) shows an electrowetting system;

Fig. 2(b) shows an electrowetting system including a storage capacitor;

Fig. 3(a) shows an alternative embodiment of a driver stage;

Fig. 3(b) shows a timing diagram of the embodiment of Fig. 3(a);

Fig. 4(a) shows an alternative embodiment of a driver stage;

Fig. 4(b) shows a timing diagram of the embodiment of Fig. 4(a);

Fig. 5(a) shows an alternative embodiment of a driver stage;

Fig. 5(b) shows a timing diagram of the embodiment of Fig. 5(a);

Fig. 6 shows a first embodiment of a display driving system; and

Fig. 7 shows a second embodiment of a display driving system.

Detailed Description of the Invention

Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic cross-section of an embodiment of an

electrowetting display device 1. The display device includes a plurality of

electrowetting elements 2, one of which is shown in the Figure. The lateral

extent of the element is indicated in the Figure by the two dashed lines 3, 4 . The

electrowetting elements comprise a first support plate 5 and a second support



plate 6 . The support plates may be separate parts of each electrowetting element,

but the support plates are preferably shared in common by the plurality of

electrowetting elements. The support plates may be made for instance of glass

or polymer and may be rigid or flexible.

The display device has a viewing side 7 on which an image or display

formed by the display device can be viewed and a rear side 8. The first support

plate 5 faces the viewing side; the second support plate 6 faces the rear side 8.

In an alternative embodiment the display may be viewed from the rear side 8.

The display device may be of the reflective, transmissive or transflective type.

The display may be a segmented display type in which the image is built up of

segments. The segments can be switched simultaneously or separately. Each

segment includes one electrowetting element 2 or a number of electrowetting

elements 2 that may be neighbouring or distant. The electrowetting elements

included in one segment are switched simultaneously. The display device may

also be an active matrix driven display type or a passive matrix driven display.

A space 10 between the support plates is filled with two fluids: a first

fluid 12 and a second fluid 11. The second fluid is immiscible with the first

fluid. The second fluid is electrically conductive or polar, and may be water or a

salt solution such as a solution of potassium chloride in a mixture of water and

ethyl alcohol. The second fluid is preferably transparent, but may be coloured,

white, absorbing or reflecting. The first fluid is electrically non-conductive and

may for instance be an alkane like hexadecane or (silicone) oil. A hydrophobic

layer 13 is arranged on the support plate 6, creating an electrowetting surface

area facing the space 10. The layer may be an uninterrupted layer extending

over a plurality of electrowetting elements 2 or it may be an interrupted layer,

each part extending only over one electrowetting element 2, as shown in the

Figure. The layer may be for instance an amorphous fluoropolymer layer such

as AF 1600 or another low surface energy polymer. Alternatively the

electrowetting element may be constructed with the first liquid 12, the electrode

14, the hydrophobic layer 13 and the walls 16 adjacent the first support plate 5 .

In this configuration the first liquid is arranged at the viewing side 7 of the space

10 instead of at the rear side 8. Also, in an alternative configuration the



electrowetting elements can be positioned on top of each other to include more

than one switchable filters in series in the optical path. Further integration of the

switchable filters can be achieved by including one or more further first fluids in

each of the electrowetting element. The hydrophobic character of the layer 13

causes the first fluid to adhere preferentially to the support plate 6 since the first

fluid has a higher wettability with respect to the surface of the hydrophobic layer

13 than the second fluid. Wettability relates to the relative affinity of a fluid for

the surface of a solid. Wettability increases with increasing affinity, and it can

be measured by the contact angle formed between the fluid and the solid and

measured internal to the fluid of interest. This increases from relative non-

wettability at an angle of more than 90° to complete wettability when the contact

angle is 0°, in which case the fluid tends to form a film on the surface of the

solid.

Each element 2 includes an electrode 9 arranged on the second support

plate 6 . The electrode 9 is separated from the fluids by an insulator, which may

be the hydrophobic layer 13. In general, the electrode 9 can be of any desired

shape or form. The electrode 9 is supplied with voltage signals by a signal line

14. A second signal line 15 is connected to an electrode which is in contact with

the conductive second fluid 11. This electrode may be common to all elements,

when they are fluidly interconnected by and share the second fluid,

uninterrupted by walls. The electrowetting elements 2 are controlled by a

voltage Ve applied between the signal lines 14 and 15. The electrodes 9 on the

support plate 6 each are connected to a display driving system by a matrix of

printed wiring on the support plate.

In a display of the segment type, the electrode 9 may extend over several

elements and define an image region of a plurality of electrowetting elements,

which will all be switched simultaneously. When a segment covers several

electrowetting elements, the signal line 14 is a common signal line for these

electrowetting elements.

The lateral extent of the first fluid 12 is constrained to one electrowetting

element by walls 16 that follow the cross-section of the electrowetting element

in the plane A-B. In the embodiment shown in Figure 1 the walls define the



extent of the hydrophobic layer 13. When the hydrophobic layer extends over a

plurality of elements, the walls are preferably arranged on top of the layer.

Further details of the electrowetting elements of the display are disclosed

amongst others in international patent application WO 03071346.

The first fluid absorbs at least a part of the optical spectrum. The fluid

may be transmissive for a part of the optical spectrum, forming a colour filter.

For this purpose the fluid may be coloured by addition of pigment particles or

dye. Alternatively, the first fluid may be black, i.e. absorb substantially all parts

of the optical spectrum, or reflecting. The hydrophobic layer may be transparent

or reflective. A reflective layer may reflect the entire visible spectrum, making

the layer appear white, or part of it, making it have a colour.

When the voltage Ve applied between the signal lines 14 and 15 is set at

a non-zero active signal level Va, the element will enter into an active state.

Electrostatic forces will move the second fluid 11 towards the segment electrode

9, thereby repelling the first fluid 12 from at least part of the area of the

hydrophobic layer 13 towards the walls 16 surrounding the area of the

hydrophobic layer. When fully repelled the first fluid is in a drop-like form as

schematically indicated by a dashed line 17. This action uncovers the first fluid

from the surface of the hydrophobic layer 13 of the electrowetting element.

When the voltage across the element is returned to an in-active signal level of

zero or a value near to zero, the element will return to an inactive state, where

the first fluid flows back to cover the hydrophobic layer 13. In this way the first

fluid forms an electrically controllable optical switch in each electrowetting

element.

The electrowetting element forms a capacitor. The second fluid 11 and

the electrode 9 form the plates and the first fluid 12 and the hydrophobic layer

13 the dielectric layer. When the first fluid is in the active state, i.e. having the

form 17, the capacitance of the element is higher than when the first fluid is in

the in-active state, i.e. having the form 12.

Figure 2(a) shows an electrowetting system 20 comprising an

electrowetting element, shown as a capacitor 21, a driver stage 22 for applying a

voltage Ve to the element and a switch 23 connecting the electrowetting element



2 1 to an output 24 of the driver stage. The driver stage 22 receives a signal from

the display controller at its input 25 for setting the voltage Ve over the

electrowetting element. When the switch 23 is closed, the capacitor 2 1 is

charged to the voltage Ve. After opening the switch 23, the voltage level is

maintained during a holding state. The duration of this state depends on the

capacitance of the capacitor 2 1 and the leakage current of the electrowetting

element and of the switch. When the switch is integrated in the driver stage, the

leakage current is that of the driver stage in its high-impedance state. A typical

electrowetting element having a cross-section of 150 µm by 150 µm has a

capacitance of 0.1 pF when in the in-active state and 0.5 pF when in the active

state and a leakage current of less than 0.2 pA. A typical electronic switch, such

as a thin-film transistor (TFT), has an open resistance of approximately 10 12 -

10 13 Ω or higher.

These values allow a duration of the holding state of more than 70 ms.

For static applications, such as watch displays, electronic books, electronic

dictionaries, GPS devices, a typical duration is 100 ms to 1 s, that will result in a

significant reduction of power consumption. The relatively long holding state

for the electrowetting element is not due to a slow response of the first fluid to

return to the in-active state, but due to the fact that the voltage is maintained

over the element. Since the usual electrowetting element is not bi-stable but

quasi-stable, the voltage over the element must be maintained to maintain the

display state, in contrast with bi-stable elements such as an electrophoretic

element, where in either of the two states no voltage is required to maintain the

state. The holding time is defined as the time from the opening of the switch till

the moment the voltage over the element has dropped such that the display state

has reduced to 90% of the display state on opening the switch. The duration of

the holding state is preferably sufficiently short not to cause a visible change in

the optical state of the element. Demanding applications may require that the

duration of the holding state is shorter than the holding time. Less demanding

applications may require that the duration of the holding state is shorter than two

or three times the holding time. At the end of the holding state the element is

refreshed by bringing the voltage up to the required level again.



Since an electrowetting element is not bi-stable, such as an

electrophoretic element, but quasi-stable, it is easier for an electrowetting

element to attain positions of the first and second fluid in between the active and

in-active state. In such a state the element has a so-called grey-value display

state, which can also be maintained when the switch is open. Furthermore, an

electrowetting element having a long duration holding state can switch

sufficiently fast between the display states for showing video images having a

refresh rate of e.g. 10 or 20 ms.

Figure 2(b) shows an electrowetting system 26 similar to that of Figure

2(a). A storage capacitor 27 is connected parallel to the element 21. The

capacitance determining the duration of the holding state is the capacitance of

capacitors 2 1 and 27. The storage capacitor may be connected to any fixed

voltage line.

In Figures 2(a) and (b) the switch 23 is shown as a separate element

between the output 24 of the driver stage 22 and the electrowetting element 21.

It is also possible to integrate the switch and the driver stage in a manner similar

to that disclosed in US patent nr. 4165494 for a bi-state linear amplifier. This

amplifier can switch between a low-impedance amplification state and a very

high output impedance state. An advantage of the integrated switch is the lower

power consumption and the cheaper implementation. Moreover, an integrated

switch requires a smaller area on the display or PCB (printed circuit board).

The capacitance of the electrowetting cell may be tuned by choosing the

thickness, dielectric constant or material of the insulating layer 13, e.g. by

making the dielectric layer of a hydrophobic layer and an insulating layer.

Although the electrowetting element in Figure 1 and 2 is described as a

picture element in a display device, it may be used in any application where

maintaining the position of the fluids can be used advantageously, such as a

general light valve, an optical diaphragm, an adjustable lens, etc.

In Figure 3A, a prior art embodiment of a push-pull stage is indicated.

The element state is determined by the combination of states for switches Sl and

S2: when Sl is on and S2 is off, the element voltage is 0 and the element is in



the off-state. When Sl is off and S2 is on, the element voltage is equal to -Vp,

switching the element to the on-state.

Figure 3(a) shows an alternative embodiment of the driver stage for

switching an electrowetting element, indicated by the capacitor 21, between an

active state and an inactive state. A voltage Vp is a voltage common for a

plurality of electrowetting elements and applied to electrode 15 in Figure 1. Sl

and S2 are switches. Figure 3(b) shows a timing diagram of the switches. At

time t i the element must be set in an inactive display state according to display

data. Therefore, the switch Sl is closed and switch S2 is open (indicated as 'On'

and 'Off, respectively, in the Figure). The voltage Ve across the element, shown

in the top trace of the Figure, is zero, resulting in an inactive element. At t2 both

switches are opened and the voltage Ve remains zero. At t 3 the display state of

the element must be updated and the element be set in an active state. The

switch Sl is open and S2 is closed. The voltage across the element is now - Vp.

The negative sign is a consequence of the convention to indicate the voltage at

electrode 15 as zero. When at U the switch S2 is opened, the voltage Ve remains

substantially equal to - Vp. At t the element is set in the inactive state by closing

switch S2.

In the holding states t2-t3 and t -t5 the impedance as seen from the

capacitor 2 1 is high because of the open switches. Since the leakage current of

the element and switch is low, the voltage will remain on the element. The

display state of the element is maintained in the holding state because of the

quasi-stability of the element. The element does not need to be re-addressed

before the display state is changed or the holding time expires, resulting in a

strong reduction of power consumption in the overall system. The mode of

switching shown in Figure 3(b) is called tri-state switching because of the three

different states as seen from the element: low impedance zero voltage, low

impedance high voltage and high impedance any voltage.

The switching procedure of Figure 3(b) is for a driver stage having two

voltage states, but a similar procedure holds for other embodiments, for example

driver stages having multiple output voltages and suitable for amplitude

modulated grey scales, multiple switches, non-push-pull driver stages, or digital-



to-analog converters. An embodiment of a driver stage with a 3-bit DAC

(digital-to-analog converter) providing 8 output levels is shown in figure 4(a).

The output of the DAC is connected to the electrowetting element 2 1 via a

switch S3. Figure 4(b) shows the timing diagram of the driver stage. The voltage

Ve across the element shows 8 levels between zero volt and - Vp, corresponding

to the digital DAC input values 111 and 000, respectively. At time t i the switch

S3 is closed and a voltage Ve corresponding to the digital input 101 is applied to

the element. At t2 the switch is opened and the element enters in a high-

impedance holding state till t . At t3 the display state is updated to the digital

input 001 and at U the element is again in the holding state. The same procedure

applies to driver stages having any number of output voltages.

The impedance switching can also be combined with other methods of

addressing electrowetting elements, such as addressing using frame-mixing or

spatial mixing and the ones described in patent application GB 0706278.9

(Reset pulse and intermittent supply voltage), patent application GB 0622898.5

(booster burst modes), patent application GB 0622900.9 (Vcom modulation),.

Figure 5(a) shows a driver stage that combines impedance switching

with reset pulses. The voltage Ve over the element 2 1 can be switched between

zero volts and -Vp by two switches S4 and S5. Figure 5(b) shows the timing

diagram of the driver stage. At time t l the end of a holding state, the switch S4

is switched on, reducing the voltage Ve across the element to zero. After a short

period, at t2, S4 returns to the open state and S5 closes, setting Ve to - Vp. The

reset pulse is applied in the period from t i to t2. The period must be sufficiently

short lest the reset pulse affects the observed display state of the element. Once

the element has been recharged, the switch S5 is opened again at t3, setting the

element in the holding state. The holding state ends at U, when the switch S4

closes again for the next reset pulse, which lasts till ts. In the holding state the

power consumption is substantially zero. When the holding state is long

compared to the charging and reset periods, the overall power reduction will be

significant.

Figure 6 shows a diagrammatic view of an embodiment of an

electrowetting display driving system according to the invention. The display



driving system is of the so-called direct drive type and may be in the form of an

integrated circuit preferably adhered to the support plate 6 shown in Figure 1 or

integrated in the electronics elsewhere in the display module, for instance on the

PCB. The display driving system 100, and is connected to the display device by

means of signal lines 14 and a common signal line 15. Each electrode signal

line 14 connects an output from the display driving system 100 to a different

electrode 9, respectively. The common signal line is connected to the second,

conductive fluid 11 through an electrode. Also included are one or more input

display data lines 102, whereby the display driving system can be instructed

with data so as to determine which elements should be in a active state and

which elements should be in a non-active state at any moment of time.

By selectively actuating certain of the electrodes 9 with an active voltage

signal, the corresponding electrowetting elements are driven to an open state, in

which the first fluid 12 is at least partly removed from the surface of the support

plate 6, whilst other non-selected electrodes are driven with a non-active voltage

signal which is equal to, or at least substantially equal to, a common voltage

signal applied to the common signal line 15.

The embodiment of the controller shown comprises a display controller

104, e.g. a microcontroller or hardware controller, receiving input data from the

input data lines 102 relating to the image to be displayed. The output of the

microcontroller is connected to the data input of a signal distributor and data

output latch 106. The signal distributor distributes incoming data over a plurality

of outputs connected to the display device, preferably via drivers stages 108.

The signal distributor causes data input indicating that a certain element is to be

set in a specific display state to be sent to the output connected to this element.

The distributor may be a shift register. The input data is clocked into the shift

register and at receipt of a latch pulse the content of the shift register is copied to

the output latch. The output latch has a one or more outputs, connected to a

driver assembly 107. The outputs of the latch are connected to the inputs of one

or more driver stages 108 within the driving system. The outputs of each driver

stage are connected through the signal lines 14 and 15 to a corresponding



display element. The above display driving system can be used for direct-drive

displays, active matrix displays or passive matrix displays.

Each driver stage includes a switch as shown in Figure 2, either as a

separate element or integrated. The switch is controlled by a control signal. Each

driver stage may generate this control signal itself, closing the switch when a

voltage is received from the distributor 106 and opening the switch again after a

certain period. The driver stages may use a common control signal to control the

switches. A driver stage may also receive the control signal from the distributor.

In response to the input data a driver stage will output a voltage to set

one of the elements in a display state. When the switch opens, the element is in

the holding state.

Figure 7 shows a diagrammatic view of another embodiment of an

electrowetting display driving system 200 according to the invention for

controlling the image of a matrix display device 202. The display elements of

the display device are arranged in the form of a matrix having a plurality of

columns and a plurality of rows. The Figure shows four columns labelled n to

n+3 and five rows labelled n to n+4.

The display driving system 200 is of the so-called active matrix type and

may be in the form of an integrated circuit preferably adhered to the support

plate 6 . The controller shown comprises a microcontroller or hardware

controller 204 including control logic and switching logic. It receives input data

from the input data lines 102 relating to the image to be displayed. The

microcontroller has an output for each column of the display device, providing a

column signal. A column signal line 206 connects each output to a column of

the display device. The microcontroller also has an output for each row of the

display device, providing a row selection signal. A row signal line 208 connects

each output to a row of the display device. A column driver 210 and a row

driver 212 is arranged in each column and row signal line, respectively. The

Figure shows the signal lines only for those columns and rows shown in the

Figure. The row drivers may be integrated in a single integrated circuit.

Similarly, the column drivers may be integrated in a single integrated circuit.

The integrated circuit may include the complete driver assembly. The integrated



circuit may be integrated on the support plate 6 of the display device. The

integrated circuit may include the entire display driving system.

Each element of the display device 202 includes an active element in the

form of one or more transistors. The transistor may be a thin-film transistor. The

transistor operates as a switch. The electrodes of the element are indicated as a

capacitor Cp. The line connecting the capacitor to ground is the common signal

line 15 and the line connecting the capacitor to the transistor is the signal line 14

shown in Figure 1. The element may include an optional capacitor Cs for storage

purposes or for making the duration of the holding state or the voltage applied to

the element uniform across the display device. This capacitor is arranged in

parallel with Cp and is not separately shown in Figure 7. The column drivers

provide the signal levels corresponding to the input data for the elements. The

row drivers provide the signals for selecting the row of which the elements are

to be set. The Figure shows a series of selecting signals for the rows for times t

= 1 to 10. A sequence of voltages of one of the column drivers 210 is shown in

the Figure. The signal levels 214 and 216 indicates signal levels corresponding

to input data.

When the transistor of an element receives a row selection signal, it

passes the signal level of its column driver to the electrodes of the cell. After the

transistor has been switched off, the voltage over the cell will substantially be

maintained until the transistor is switched on again by the next row selection

signal for the element. The time during which the transistor is switched off is the

holding state of the element.

The above embodiments are to be understood as illustrative examples of

the invention. Further embodiments of the invention are envisaged. It is to be

understood that any feature described in relation to any one embodiment may be

used alone, or in combination with other features described, and may also be

used in combination with one or more features of any other of the embodiments,

or any combination of any other of the embodiments. Furthermore, equivalents

and modifications not described above may also be employed without departing

from the scope of the invention, which is defined in the accompanying claims.



Claims

1. An electrowetting system comprising an electrowetting element,

a driver stage for applying a voltage to the element, and a switch connecting the

electrowetting element to an output of the driver stage, the element comprising a

first fluid and a second, immiscible fluid, the instantaneous position of the fluids

being dependent on the voltage applied to the element, the voltage being set

when the switch is closed, and the voltage on the element being substantially

maintained during a holding state longer than 70 ms when the switch is open.

2 . An electrowetting system according to claim 1, wherein the

holding state is longer than 250 ms.

3 . An electrowetting system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the

driver stage is arranged to apply a dc voltage to the element.

4 . An electrowetting system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the

position of the fluids is maintained during the holding state.

5 . An electrowetting system according to claim 1 or 2, comprising a

capacitor connected to the element.

6 . An electrowetting system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the

driver stage and the switch are integrated in a single element.

7 . A display apparatus comprising a display controller, a plurality of

driver stages, a plurality of electrowetting elements, and a plurality of switches

connecting each electrowetting element to an output of a driver stage, the

display controller having an input for receiving display data and an output for

controlling the driver stages, the element responding to an applied voltage as in

claim 1 or 2, and each element showing a display state in response to the display

data, the plurality of display states forming a display.



8. A display apparatus according to claim 7, comprising a capacitor

connected to each element.

9 . A display apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the display

state includes grey levels.

10. A method for operating an electrowetting system comprising an

electrowetting element, a driver stage for applying a voltage to the element, and

a switch connecting the electrowetting element to an output of the driver stage,

the element comprising a first fluid and a second, immiscible fluid, the

instantaneous position of the fluids being dependent on the voltage applied to

the element, including the steps of

closing the switch and thereby setting the voltage; and

opening the switch during a holding state longer than 70 ms, while the

voltage on the element is substantially maintained.

11. A method according to claim 10, wherein the holding state is

longer than 250 ms.

12. A method according to claim 10 or 11, in which the steps of

closing and opening the switch are repeated.
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